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The interest in quantum computing is growing, and with it, the importance of software platforms to develop
quantum programs. Ensuring the correctness of such platforms is important, and it requires a thorough
understanding of the bugs they typically suffer from. To address this need, this paper presents the first
in-depth study of bugs in quantum computing platforms. We gather and inspect a set of 223 real-world bugs
from 18 open-source quantum computing platforms. Our study shows that a significant fraction of these bugs
(39.9%) are quantum-specific, calling for dedicated approaches to prevent and find them. The bugs are spread
across various components, but quantum-specific bugs occur particularly often in components that represent,
compile, and optimize quantum programming abstractions. Many quantum-specific bugs manifest through
unexpected outputs, rather than more obvious signs of misbehavior, such as crashes. Finally, we present a
hierarchy of recurrent bug patterns, including ten novel, quantum-specific patterns. Our findings not only
show the importance and prevalence bugs in quantum computing platforms, but they help developers to avoid
common mistakes and tool builders to tackle the challenge of preventing, finding, and fixing these bugs.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing has been making immense progress recently. Over the past decades, the field
has evolved from an idea that seemed a long way off to a domain with huge investments from both
public and private players [Ove 2021]. Quantum algorithms [Farhi et al. 2014; Grover 1996; Harrow
et al. 2009; Shor 1999] are on their way to becoming, in selected domains, a serious competitor for
classical computing.
Executing a quantum algorithm on a quantum computer or a simulator requires a complex
software stack. We call this software stack a quantum computing platform. Such a platform encompasses a quantum programming language, a compiler, and an execution environment that supports
running quantum programs. Various efforts currently compete for building quantum computing
platforms, e.g., Qiskit by IBM, Circ by Google, and Q# by Microsoft.
Given the key role of quantum computing platforms in this growing domain, ensuring the
correctness of these platforms is a high priority. There are various approaches for preventing and
finding bugs in other kinds of critical software infrastructure, e.g., for testing [Chen et al. 2020]
or verifying [Leroy 2009] compilers. We argue that quantum computing platforms play a role
similar to language implementations for traditional computing, and hence deserve a similar level
of attention.
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def fold_global ( circuit : QPROGRAM , stretch : float , ** kwargs ) -> QPROGRAM :
""" Gives a circuit by folding the global unitary of the input circuit . """
...
# Fold remaining gates until the stretch is reached
ops = list ( base_circuit . all_operations () )
num_to_fold = int ( round ( fractional_stretch * len ( ops ) ) )
+
num_to_fold = int ( round ( fractional_stretch * len ( ops ) / 2) )
if num_to_fold > 0:
folded += Circuit ([ inverse ( ops [ - num_to_fold :]) ] , [ ops [ - num_to_fold :]])

Fig. 1. Example of a quantum bug that induces an incorrect output. (Bug Id: 1687, from Mitiq)

An important prerequisite for preventing and detecting bugs is understanding what bugs exist in
the wild. Studies in other domains, e.g., on concurrency bugs [Lu et al. 2008] or compiler bugs [Sun
et al. 2016], have proven useful to guide future work toward addressing relevant problems. However,
there currently is no detailed study of bugs in quantum programming platforms.
To fill this gap, this paper presents the first in-depth study of bugs in quantum computing
platforms. We gather a set of 223 real-world bugs from 18 open-source projects, including highly
popular platforms, such as Qiskit, Circ, and Q#. We thoroughly inspect and annotate these bugs in
an iterative process, to understand how many of them are quantum-specific, what components
of a quantum computing platform the bugs are in, how these bugs manifest (and hence can be
detected), and how complex the corresponding bug fixes are. Moreover, we identify a set of recurring
bug patterns that highlight kinds of mistakes developers make repeatedly, even across different
platforms.
As an example of a quantum bug considered in our study, Figure 1 shows a problem from the
Mitiq project, along with the fix applied by the developers. The function fold_global is part
of a noise mitigation technique called “Zero-noise extrapolation”, which adds pairs of opposite
operations to the program. These additional operations are intended to make the computation
longer and noisier, while preserving the overall mathematical result, with the goal to inject noise
to extrapolate the result without noise. The code adds a number of pairs of operations determined
by num_to_fold. In the buggy version, the code fails to consider that each folding step adds two
operations, and not one, which is then fixed by dividing num_to_fold by two. The bug results in
adding twice the amount of operations, adding more noise than intended.
The example is representative for several commonly observed characteristic of bugs in quantum
computing platforms: The problem is specific to the domain of quantum computing, is located
in a component that is about evaluating the state of a quantum program, and manifests through
incorrect output, which makes the bug non-trivial to detect.
More generally, the key findings of our study include:
• 39.9% of all studied bugs in quantum computing platforms are quantum-specific, which
motivates future work on dedicated approaches to prevent and find them.
• Bugs are spread across various components of the studied platforms. Components that
represent, compile, and optimize quantum programming abstractions are particularly prone
to quantum-specific bugs.
• While many (92 out of 223) bugs manifest through program crashes, i.e., generic and easy-todetect signs of misbehavior, quantum-specific bugs tend to more frequently cause incorrect
outputs, making them harder to detect.
• We present a hierarchy of recurring bug patterns and quantify how many bugs match each
pattern. Besides patterns also known from other kinds of software, we identify ten novel,
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quantum-specific bug patterns, such as incorrectly ordered qubits and incorrect scheduling
of low-level quantum operations.
• Many bugs in quantum computing platforms can be fixed by changing only a few lines of
code, making them an interesting target for automated program transformation and program
repair techniques.
The results of this study are useful for both researchers and developers. Researchers working on
bug-related techniques can benefit from insights into this new domain and the kinds of problems
it causes. Some of our results call for quantum-specific approaches to prevent and detect kinds
of bugs not targeted by traditional approaches. Developers of quantum computing platforms can
learn from our bug patterns as recurring mistakes to avoid in the future. They can also use our
results on which components are most bug-prone to guide the allocation of testing and analysis
efforts. To allow others to build upon our results, we share the set of studied bugs, including all
annotations produces during the study. For example, we envision the dataset to serve as a basis for
evaluating future work on finding bugs in quantum computing platforms.
Given the young age of practical quantum computing, there currently are only few empirical
studies on it. Huang and Martonosi [2019a] describe their experience of developing and testing
quantum algorithms. A recent position paper [Campos and Souto 2021] underlines the need for
studying quantum bugs. Both approaches focus on developing quantum algorithms, whereas we
study bugs in quantum computing platforms. Others have collected a dataset of 36 bugs [Zhao et al.
2021b], but only from a single quantum computing platform, and without a deeper analysis of the
properties of these bugs.
In summary, this paper contributes the following:
• The first in-depth study of 223 real-world bugs in 18 quantum computing platforms.
• Insights about the components and symptoms of bugs, as well as the complexity of their
fixes.
• A hierarchy of recurring bug patterns, including ten novel, quantum-specific patterns.
• A publicly shared dataset of annotated, real-world bugs to support future work on preventing
and detecting bugs in quantum computing platforms.
2

BACKGROUND

We briefly discuss some basic quantum computing concepts (Section 2.1) and the typical structure
of a quantum computing platform (Section 2.2).
2.1

Quantum Computing Concepts

Qubits. Unlike a classical bit, which can be either in state 0 or 1, a qubit is a superposition of the
two states 0 and 1, written |𝑞⟩ = 𝛼 0 |0⟩ + 𝛼 1 |1⟩. Upon measurement, one can observe a probabilistic
state given by the coefficients of the superposition: |𝛼 0 | 2 + |𝛼 1 | 2 = 1. Thus, a qubit can effectively
encode more information than a classical bit, which is the reason for the speedup behind quantum
computing.
Once measured, a qubit collapses to state 0, with probability |𝛼 0 | 2 , or to state 1, with probability |𝛼 1 | 2 . Multiple runs of a quantum program will return different results, as defined by these
probabilities.
When encoding classical information into qubits, the order of qubits is important. For example,
programs may store the most or the least significant bit first.
Circuits. Quantum programming languages provide abstractions for storing and manipulating
qubits. To store classical and quantum information, classical registers and quantum registers are
available, respectively.
3
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Fig. 2. Main components of quantum computing platforms.

The most widespread model to express quantum computations is the gate model, where a program
is expressed in a quantum circuit that describes elementary operations performed on qubits in a
predefined sequence. These operations are represented with gates, which are the building blocks of
circuits, similar to classical logic gates on conventional digital circuits.
Once defined by a developer, circuits are executed either on a quantum computer or a simulator.
For mapping circuits onto hardware and for scheduling the operations, the count of qubits used
in a circuit is important. As typically not all qubits are measured at the end, there is a distinction
between total qubits and measured qubits.
Noise. A quantum program is not only probabilistic due to the superposition and measurement,
but it is also affected by noise induced during a computation. The underlying reason is the phenomenon of crosstalk [Murali et al. 2020], i.e. that the computation on some qubits physically disturbs
the information stored in some neighboring qubits, together with the physical errors of executing
operations on hardware. Because of noise, statistical tests on random variables are often used to
interpret results.
2.2 Quantum Computing Platforms
To express and execute quantum programs, developers build upon quantum computing platforms,
by which we mean the entire software stack that enables quantum computing. Broadly speaking,
such platforms consist of three main parts, which we further decompose into several components,
as illustrated in Figure 2. First, each platform has a quantum programming language that allows
developers to express quantum algorithms. Some “languages” are APIs provided as a library for a
well-known host language, such as Qiskit, which provides quantum programming abstractions
as a Python library. Others are stand-alone languages, such as Q#, Silq [Bichsel et al. 2020], and
Quipper [Green et al. 2013a]. These programming languages provide quantum abstractions, e.g.,
qubits, gates, circuits, and channels, but usually also classical abstractions that are useful to express quantum algorithms, e.g., matrices, tensors, and directed acyclic graphs. In addition, some
languages come with domain-specific abstractions, e.g., to allow for expressing quantum algorithms
in chemistry, finance, or machine learning.
Second, a quantum computing platform has a compiler to translate programs written in the
quantum programming language into a low-level instruction set. The tasks performed in a quantum
compiler resemble those known from traditional compilers. Focusing on components most relevant
for our study, Figure 2 shows three components of a typical quantum compiler. The intermediate
4
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representation includes code for creating and manipulating in-memory representations of a to-becompiled quantum program. Many platforms have more than one intermediate representation, e.g.,
a high-level, AST-like representation and an assembly-level language, such as QASM [Cross et al.
2017]. To improve the efficiency of executing a quantum program, compilers implement various
optimizations, e.g., to reduce the circuit depth by aggregating, removing, or rearranging gates.
Eventually, quantum compilers have a component for machine code generation, where “machine”
refers to one or more execution environments, as described next.
Third, a quantum computing platform comes with support for one or more execution environments. Dedicated quantum computers have made impressive progress in recent years. They can be
categorized into devices based on a discrete gate model, a continuous gate model, and adiabatic
quantum computation [Fingerhuth et al. 2018]. Because quantum computers are typically operated in a computing center, developers access them through some kind of interface to a quantum
computer, similar to traditional cloud computing interfaces. An alternative to dedicated quantum
hardware are simulators, which aim at mimicking the operations performed by a quantum computer
on traditional hardware. To faithfully simulate the execution, simulators typically include a model
of quantum noise induced by stray electromagnetic fields or material defects. An important aspect
of executing a quantum program, both on dedicated hardware and in a simulator, is to evaluate
the state of the program, e.g., by measuring the values of qubits after a computation. We call the
component that implements measurements quantum state evaluation, which typically includes
code for calibrating measurements and for mitigating errors.
Beyond the three main parts of quantum computing platforms, there are several auxiliary
components. With a focus on those that are most relevant for our study, Figure 2 shows three
auxiliary components. Testing includes code both for testing the quantum computing platform itself
and to enable developers of quantum algorithms to test their code. To help handle the complexity
of quantum programs and their results, platforms often provide a component for visualization and
plotting. For example, this component may visualize the circuit of a quantum program or plot the
probabilities that describe the possible output states. Finally, as every software project, quantum
computing platforms need infrastructure scripts and glue code, e.g., to install the software and to
connect different parts of the platform.
3

METHODOLOGY

This section describes how we conduct our study by formulating the research questions we address
(Section 3.1), by presenting the projects we study (Section 3.2), by describing how we identify bugs
to study (Section 3.3), and by detailing how we annotate the bugs to answer our research questions
(Section 3.4).
3.1

Research Questions

Our study is driven by five research questions:
• RQ1: How many of the bugs in quantum computing platforms are specific to quantum computing,
as opposed to classical bugs that may also occur in other projects? This question is relevant
to understand to what extent quantum computing platforms can benefit from traditional
bug-related techniques, and whether dedicated approaches for preventing and detecting
quantum bugs are needed.
• RQ2: Where in quantum computing platforms do the bugs occur? Understanding which components of a platform are most bug-prone will serve as guidance on allocating efforts toward
detecting and preventing bugs. The answer to this question is relevant both for practitioners,
5
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e.g., to decide where to spend testing efforts, and for researchers, e.g., when developing novel
type systems for avoiding bugs or novel bug detection techniques.
• RQ3: How do the bugs manifest? This question helps understand to what degree bugs may be
found through generic signs of misbehavior, e.g., a program crash, or require applicationspecific oracles, e.g., because a bug causes an incorrect measurement of quantum states. In
addition, knowing the consequences of bugs will make us aware of the risks incurred by
leaving bugs undetected in a quantum computing platform.
• RQ4: What recurring bug patterns do exist? Identifying common programming mistakes serves
as a basis for creating techniques that prevent and detect specific kinds of bugs. Furthermore,
a collection of recurring bug patterns will help educate practitioners by highlighting mistakes
to avoid.
• RQ5: How complex are the bug fixes? Studying the complexity of patches is relevant for work
toward automating the process of fixing bugs in quantum computing platforms, e.g., via
synthesizing program transformations [Gao et al. 2020; Miltner et al. 2019] or automated
program repair [Bader et al. 2019; Berabi et al. 2021; Le Goues et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020a].
3.2

Selecting Projects to Study

The goal of this paper is to study bugs in quantum computing platforms, where a complete
platform covers all components described in Section 2.2. In practice, different software projects
cover different parts of a complete platform. Some projects are more focused on simulation, such
as Qualcs [Suzuki et al. 2021], others on interacting with quantum computing devices, such as
Amazon Braket [Gonzalez 2021]. Others again are specialized on domain-specific abstractions,
such as Pennylane [Bergholm et al. 2020] and Tequila [Kottmann et al. 2021], or on advanced error
mitigation techniques, such as Mitiq [LaRose et al. 2021]. Qiskit [Qis 2021] and Cirq [Developers
2021], two large-scale projects backed by IBM and Google, respectively, are perhaps closest to a
complete platform, but studying only them would ignore more specialized projects.
To adequately cover all aspects of quantum computing platforms we hence study not only a
single or a few projects, as done in prior work [Huang and Martonosi 2019a; Zhao et al. 2021b], but
a total of 18 projects. We focus on open-source projects on GitHub, enabling us to apply the same
process to each project. To select projects, we draw inspiration from previous work [Fingerhuth
et al. 2018] and extend their list with all projects on a list of “quantum full stack libraries” curated
by the Quantum Open Source Foundation1 . The resulting selection covers the most popular Python
libraries according to the PyPi download statistics [dougfinke 2021], and aims at covering different
components of a quantum computing platform.
Table 1 shows the 18 projects we study. For each project, the table shows the components
of a hypothetical, complete quantum platform that the project covers. We consider a project
to cover a particular component if the project repository has at least one source code file that
implements a functionality of this component. Code that simply calls into another project to use its
implementation of a component is not considered as covering the component.
Overall, the table shows that our selection of projects covers all main components of quantum
computing platforms, and that studying a single project would give only a partial view on particular
components or on a single programming language.
3.3

Identifying Bugs to Study

Based on the selected projects to study, we gather a set of bugs in these projects. Following the
usual definition of “bug”, we consider a bug as a problem in the source code that causes the behavior
1 https://qosf.org/project_list/
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Table 1. Repositories considered in the study with the total commits, the commits satisfying our keyword
heuristic based on “fix”, and the sampled commits divided in real bugs and false positives. We also report the
components implemented by each and the programming language: QA (quantum abstraction), CA (classical
abstraction), DA (domain-specific abstraction), IR (intermediate Representation), OPT (optimization), MCG
(machine code generation), INTER (interface to quantum computer), SIM (simulation), QSE (quantum state
evaluation), TEST (testing), VIZ (visualization and plotting).
Commits

Components

24,857 2,140

223

137

Total

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ ✓ ✓

✓
✓

✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓
✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓
✓ ✓

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓ ✓

✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓ ✓
✓
✓ ✓

VIZ

2
5
8
4
8
6
6
9
11
2
17
6
6
8
7
11
14
7

TEST

18
15
12
16
12
14
14
11
9
18
3
14
14
12
13
9
6
13

SIM

132
26
44
187
33
748
27
53
37
58
44
74
72
341
69
109
37
49

QSE

2,089
238
2,503
1,197
572
5,838
1,140
396
1,121
2,370
433
514
438
2,450
692
1,101
665
1,100

INTER

PennyLane
ProjectQ
OpenQL
Qiskit Aer
Qiskit Ignis
Qiskit Terra
Tequila
Braket
Dwawe-System
XACC
QDK Libraries
QDK Q# Compiler
QDK Q# Runtime
Cirq
Qualcs
Pyquil
mitiq
StrawberryFields

MCG

FP

OPT

Bug

IR

Fix

DA

Total

CA

Repository

QA

Sampled

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

Languages
Py
Py
C++, Py
C++, Py
Py
Py
Py
Py
Py
C++, Py
Q#
C#, F#, Q#
C#, C++, Q#
Py
C++, C
Py
Py
Py

of the program to diverge from the expected behavior. To identify bugs in the given projects, we
first automatically gather a set of commits that are likely to fix a bug, and then manually validate
them to keep only actual bugs.
3.3.1 Automated Selection of Bug Candidates. We scan the version history of each project for
commit messages that are likely to refer to bug fixes. Similar to previous studies of bugs [Karampatsis
and Sutton 2020; Ray et al. 2016], we search for the keyword “fix” within the first line of the commit
message. To reduce the number of coincidental matches, we further filter commits by checking that
the message refers to an issue or a pull request by containing a “#” followed by a number. Ensuring
that the studied bugs all refer to an issue or a pull request also helps in understanding the bugs
based on the description of the issue or discussions among developers. Finally, we ignore commits
with a message that contains any of the keywords “refactor”, “typo”, “requirement”, “import”, and
“style”, as such commits often are not about bugs but other code improvements.
Table 1 shows for each project the total number of commits and how many of them match our
commit message-based filtering. In total, there are 2,140 bug candidates.
3.3.2 Manual Validation. Given the automatically gathered bug candidates, we manually inspect
a random sample of them to keep only commits that actually fix a bug. To this end, we sample
commits from the 18 projects. By carefully inspecting each sampled commit, we label it either as
7
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for field in fields :
if not hasattr ( field , self . _options ) :
+
if not hasattr ( self . _options , field ) :
raise AttributeError (
" Options field % s is not valid for this "
" backend " % field )

Fig. 3. Example of a classical bug where a Python API is misused. (Bug Id: 733, from Qiskit Terra)

def
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

is_identity ( term ) :
return len ( term ) == 0
if isinstance ( term , PauliTerm ) :
return ( len ( term ) == 0) and ( not np . isclose ( term . coefficient , 0) )
elif isinstance ( term , PauliSum ) :
return ( len ( term . terms ) == 1) and ( len ( term . terms [0]) == 0) and \
( not np . isclose ( term . terms [0]. coefficient , 0) )
else :
raise TypeError (" is_identity only checks PauliTerms and PauliSum objects
!")

Fig. 4. Example of a quantum bug. (Bug Id: 1988, from Pyquil)

a bug or as a false positive, until having labeled 20 instances per project. The bugs are the basis
for the remainder of this paper. By false positives we mean commits that modify the code in some
other way, e.g., by fixing a comment or documentation. If a bug-fixing commit involves other,
bug-unrelated code changes, we keep it for further study and focus on the bug-related part of the
commit. For bug-fixing commits that address multiple bugs at once, we count and study each bug
individually.
Table 1 shows the number of inspect and selected commits. Overall, we identify and study 223
bugs.
3.4 Understanding and Annotating Properties of Bugs
Answering our research questions requires a solid understanding of the studied bugs. The following
describes how we inspect the bugs to annotate them with various properties.
3.4.1 Classical vs. Quantum-Specific. To address RQ1, we classify each bug as either classical or
quantum-specific. We consider a bug to be quantum-specific if the mistake is in handling quantumspecific concepts, which typically implies that understanding and fixing the bug requires knowledge
of the quantum programming domain. Inversely, we consider all other bugs to be classical, which
includes mistakes that could occur outside of quantum computing platforms and that do not require
quantum-specific knowledge to be fixed.
Figure 3 shows a classical bug, where the developer accidentally misuses the built-in Python
function hasattr. Other examples of classical bugs are missing library imports and bugs caused by
confusing basic data types, such as Python’s tuple and list. In contrast, Figure 4 is an example
of a quantum bug. The bug is in the function is_identity(), which checks if term implements
an identity function on the quantum state. The incorrect code fails to distinguish between two
quantum-specific concepts, PauliTerm and PauliSum. To fix the bug, the developer needs to
understand these concepts and how they influence the identity check. Other examples of quantum
8
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bugs are mistakes in accurately representing quantum abstractions within a compiler, or numerical
computations that fail to correctly reflect the underlying quantum phenomena.
3.4.2 Identifying Components, Symptoms, and Recurring Bug Patterns. Addressing RQ2, RQ3, and
RQ4, we annotate all bugs w.r.t. the component a bug is in, the symptom through which a bug
manifests, and any recurring patterns a bug belongs to. To create these annotations, we repeatedly
inspect all bugs while refining the annotations and discussing unclear annotations among the
authors. While inspecting a bug, we consider not only the actual code change, but also its commit
message, any associated issues, and any discussion among the developers, e.g., as part of a pull
request. We may annotate a bug with multiple components and multiple bug patterns. For example,
if the affected code is at the interface between two components, then we annotate the bug with
both components. In contrast, each bug has a single symptom.
If we cannot associate a specific kind of annotation to a bug based on all information available to
us, then we leave this bug unannotated. In total, the annotation process results on 886 annotations
added to the 223 studied bugs.
3.4.3 Complexity of Bug Fixes. To address RQ5, we count the number of lines of code (LoC) that
are changed to fix a bug. If the same fix is applied at multiple locations within a single commit
and if each fix is independent of the others, then we count the number of lines required to fix a
single location. The rationale is that we want to estimate how difficult fixing a bug would be for an
automated tool, which could be applied at multiple locations. For commits that modify lines not
directly related to fixing the bug, we count only those lines relevant for the fix. When a commit
addresses multiple bugs, then we count the affected lines for each bug separately. In particular, we
exclude any modifications of comment lines and, unless the bug is in a test, changes to test files.
The number of “changed lines” is the sum of added lines and removed lines, where a line that gets
edited in a minor way, e.g., to replace one token with another, is counted only once.
4

RESULTS

This section presents detailed answers to our five research questions. The IDs mentioned in example
bugs refer to the supplementary material, which includes the full dataset of bugs with references to
their commits and all annotations created during the study. The supplementary material will be
made publicly available once the paper gets accepted.
4.1

RQ1: Classical vs. Quantum-Specific Bugs

This research question is about the ratio of classical and quantum-specific bugs in the quantum
computing platforms, which helps understand whether these platforms require domain-specific
approaches for handling bugs. Based on the classification described in Section 3.4, we find that 134
out of the 223 bugs are classical, whereas 89 are quantum-specific bugs. That is, even though a
majority of all bugs are still classical, there also is a large percentage of bugs where detecting and
fixing the bug requires domain knowledge about quantum computing.
Answer to RQ1: 39.9% of all studied bugs in quantum computing platforms are quantum-specific,
which motivates dedicated approaches for preventing and detecting quantum bugs.
Implications. The comforting consequence of the above finding is that traditional, applicationindependent bug detection techniques can contribute to improving the code of quantum computing
platforms. At the same time, we see a large potential for techniques targeting quantum-specific
bugs. The results also show a need for software developers with an in-depth understanding of
quantum computing.
9
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Fig. 5. Number of quantum and classical bugs per component.

4.2

RQ2: Where in Quantum Computing Platforms Do the Bugs Occur?

Understanding where in quantum programming platforms bugs occur will help allocate efforts for
preventing and detecting bugs to components where bugs are most likely to appear. Figure 5 shows
how the studied bugs distribute across the components of a quantum computing platform. The
components are sorted in decreasing order of quantum-specific bugs per component.
We find five components where at least half of all bugs are quantum-specific: quantum state evaluation, machine code generation, domain abstractions, optimizations, and visualization and plotting.
Among those, the most striking is the optimizations component, which has almost exclusively
quantum-specific bugs.
Some other components, such as quantum abstractions and simulator, show a high number
of both quantum-specific and classical bugs. For quantum abstractions, this observation can be
explained by the pervasiveness of code that represents quantum primitives, such as qubits and gates,
which causes a high number of mistakes. The code of simulators usually involves the encoding of
quantum operations, typically represented with matrices, and classical code to handle those large
matrices, both of which can be a source of bugs.
In contrast to the above, there also are components with many classical but few or even no
quantum-specific bugs, such as scripts and glue code, as well as testing.
Answer to RQ2: Bugs occur across a wide range of components in the studied platforms. Quantumspecific bugs are particularly prevalent in components that represent, compile, and optimize
quantum programming abstractions, whereas infrastructural scripts, glue code, and testing code
are mostly plagued by traditional bugs.
Implications. Components with a high number of quantum-specific bugs are most likely to benefit
from quantum-specific techniques. For example, there is a huge potential for techniques to detect
bugs in optimization code, analogous to related work on analyzing traditional compilers [Barany
2018; Vafeiadis et al. 2015]. Recent work on testing and verifying compilation and optimization
10
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Fig. 6. Common symptoms of bugs in the quantum platforms.

passes of quantum computing platforms [Hietala et al. 2021; Shi et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2021b] try
to exploit this potential, and our results provide an empirical justification of their assumptions.
The surprisingly large number of bugs in infrastructural scripts and glue code shows a need for
better language support to prevent bugs in this component, more effective integration testing, and
strong classical software engineering skills, even among quantum developers, not all of whom are
computer scientists by training.
4.3

RQ3: How do the Bugs Manifest?

Understanding how bugs in quantum computing platforms manifest is a prerequisite for determining
how to effectively detect them. Figure 6 shows a hierarchy of symptoms that describe how a bug
comes to the attention of users or developers. The hierarchy summarizes similar symptoms into
more general classes. Our annotations are for those symptoms shown with a number in the figure,
where the number indicates how many of all studied 223 bugs manifest through this symptom.
We broadly distinguish between functional and non-functional symptoms. The functional symptoms are further classified into application-specific and generic symptoms. One of the most prevalent
functional symptoms is that the program yields an incorrect output, which is the case for 77 of all
studied bugs. In particular, this category includes bugs that cause a quantum program to produce an
incorrect final measurement and bugs that lead to an incorrect plot or diagram. Detecting incorrect
output bugs is inherently difficult, as determining what output is expected typically is highly
domain-specific. Figure 7 shows an example of a bug that manifests as an incorrect measurement:
The two print statements are supposed to print the same output.
In contrast, only 16 of the application-specific bugs are detected via failing tests. This result
suggests that quantum computing platforms could benefit from more rigorous testing, possibly
supported by automatically generated test suites. The probabilistic nature of the quantum computing
results and the fact that quantum states collapse to classical values when being observed poses a
major challenge [Huang and Martonosi 2019b].
Generic, functional symptoms include compilation errors, program crashes, and non-termination.
The by far most common among those symptoms are program crashes, which we observe in 92
bugs. We further classify crashes into those induced by the operating system or the programming
language, and those induced by application-specific exceptions. The former include, e.g., runtime
memory errors and runtime type errors, whereas the latter are the result of defensive programming,
11
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simulator = ' qiskit '
qc = tq . gates . X (0)
qc += tq . gates . Z (1)
result = \
tq . simulate ( qc , backend = simulator , samples =1 , read_out_qubits =[0 , 1])
print ( result ) # Output : +1.0000|10 >
result = \
tq . simulate ( qc , backend = simulator , samples =1 , read_out_qubits =[1 , 0])
print ( result ) # Output : +1.0000|01 >

Fig. 7. Minimal quantum program, copied from the corresponding issue, that exposes an incorrect measurement bug. (Bug Id: 1738, from Tequila)
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Fig. 8. Number of quantum and classical bugs per symptom.

e.g., when code in Qiskit raises a CircuitNotValid exception if a circuit is in an unexpected
state. The large majority of program crashes (67 vs. 25) is induced by the operating system or the
programming language, which shows the effectiveness of generic checks, but also suggests that
additional checking in the platforms could detect additional bugs.
Non-functional bugs are relatively infrequent in our study, with only 14 out of all 223 bugs. We
further classify them into inefficiencies, i.e., the program is slower than it should be, and other
symptoms, e.g., a producing a correct but suboptimal result. Since our study is based on reported
and fixed bugs, one interpretation of the low number of such bugs is that detecting non-functional
problems in quantum computing platforms is difficult with existing techniques.
To put these results in context, we compare against a study of bugs in deep learning compilers [Shen et al. 2021]. Those bugs also most commonly manifest through crashes and incorrect
outputs, but bugs in quantum computing platforms cause fewer crashes (41.2% vs. 59.37%) and
more incorrect outputs (34.5% vs. 26.26%) than bugs in deep learning compilers.
To better understand how the different symptoms distribute over classical and quantum-specific
bugs, Figure 8 reports the number of classical and quantum bugs per symptom. The most striking
12
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observation is that most classical bugs, but relatively few quantum bugs, manifest via crashes. In
contrast, quantum-specific bugs often manifest via symptoms that are harder to identify, such as
incorrect outputs and incorrect final measurements.
Answer to RQ3: Most bugs manifest through functional rather than non-functional symptoms
(188 vs. 14 bugs). The two most common symptoms are crashes (92 bugs) and incorrect outputs (77
bugs), whereas tests are not yet the main way to find bugs in quantum computing platforms (16
bugs). Classical bugs in these platforms often manifest via an exception raised by the operating
system or the programming language. In contrast, quantum-specific bugs often create incorrect
output, making them more difficult to detect.
Implications. The large number of bugs that manifest through application-specific symptoms
call for domain-specific analysis techniques for quantum computing platforms, which could have
an impact similar to the success of compiler testing over the past decade [Chen et al. 2020]. In
particular, our results show a need for better support for testing quantum computing platforms.
One way to address this need are approaches for testing quantum programs, which requires specific
support for the peculiar quantum characteristic [Huang and Martonosi 2019b]. Another promising
direction is testing the platforms themselves, where we see potential for future work on differential
testing and metamorphic testing, which researchers have only started to explore [Wang et al. 2021b].
Finally, developers of quantum computing platforms could benefit from support for specifying
their expectations about platform-internal states, e.g., in the form of invariants that intermediate
representations should preserve.
4.4

RQ4: Bug Patterns

The perhaps most interesting outcome of this study is a hierarchy of recurring bug patterns that
we identify in the 223 bugs. The bug patterns include kinds of bugs known from other domains, but
also novel patterns that are specific to quantum computing platforms. Figure 9 shows the hierarchy
of bug patterns, along with the frequency of each pattern in our dataset. Patterns that are specific
to the domain of quantum computing platforms are printed in italics. We identify three broad
categories of bug patterns, API-related bugs, incorrect application logic, and math-related bugs, as
well as a set of seven patterns summarized under other. The following discusses each of these broad
categories in detail and illustrates the patterns with examples.
4.4.1 API-Related Bugs. A class of bugs commonly observed in other kinds of software [Selakovic
and Pradel 2016; Zhong et al. 2020] are API-related bugs. We also encounter such bugs in quantum
computing platforms, and find two recurring subpatterns. On the one hand are API misuses, such
as passing the wrong parameters, passing the right parameters in the wrong order [Rice et al.
2017], or simply calling the wrong API, which account for 13 of the studied bugs. Figure 10 shows
an example of an API misuse bug, where the code was accidentally calling an API function not
presented in the current namespace. On the other hand are bugs due to API client code that has not
yet been adapted to an API change, which we call outdated API client, comprising a total of 13 bugs.
To further guide efforts toward finding API-related bugs, we study what kinds of APIs are incorrectly used. Specifically, we classify all API-related bugs depending on whether the incorrect code
uses a project-internal API or an API in a third-party library, referred to as “external”. Table 2 reports
the result of this classification. We find that external APIs often are the source of outdated API client
bugs, whereas the internal APIs are more commonly misused. These results confirm the previous
observation that programming against evolving third-party APIs may cause mistakes [McDonnell
et al. 2013].
13
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Fig. 9. Recurring bug patterns. Quantum-specific patterns are printed in italics.

+

case Operations :: OpType :: diagonal_matrix :
BaseState :: qreg_ . apply_diagonal_matrix ( op . qubits , op . params ) ;
BaseState :: qreg_ . apply_diagonal_unitary_matrix ( op . qubits , op . params ) ;

Fig. 10. Example of API misuse on a function not present in the current namespace. (Bug Id: 1019, from Qiskit
Aer)

4.4.2 Incorrect Application Logic. The next family of bug patterns is about mistakes in implementing
the application logic. Naturally, many of these bug patterns are specific to the domain of quantum
14
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Table 2. API-related bug patterns and what kinds of API they concern.

Bug pattern

Kind of API

API misuse
Outdated API client

Internal

External

10
5

3
8

def expand_tape ( tape , depth =1 , stop_at = None , expand_measurements = False ) :
""" Expand all objects in a tape to a specific depth . """
...
new_tape = tape . __class__ ()
+
new_tape . __bare__ = getattr ( tape , " __bare__ " , tape . __class__ )

Fig. 11. Example of bug where a part of the intermediate representation is lost because the code forgot to
update the attributes of a tape. (Bug Id: 136, from Pennylane)
def depth ( self ) :
""" Return circuit depth ( i . e . , length of critical path ) . """
...
+
# If no registers return 0
+
if reg_offset == 0:
+
return 0

Fig. 12. Example of bug where a corner case has not been considered. (Bug Id: 505, form Qiskit Terra)

computing platforms. We identify five prevalent bug patterns, which the following discusses in
detail.
Intermediate Representation. A common class of bugs is about corrupting an intermediate representation of a quantum program, which may occur while creating the representation or while
manipulating it. We identify two subpatterns that are about missing information and wrong information in the intermediate representation, which account for eight and 21 bugs, respectively.
Figure 11 gives an example of a wrong information bug, where the code fails to add some
attributes while expanding the intermediate representation of a tape, which is a data structure to
represent quantum circuits and measurement statistics.
Overlooked Corner Case. A common kind of mistake, not only but also in quantum computing
platforms, are overlooked corner cases. The fix of such bugs typically expands the code to handle
a rare input, which the developer forgot to consider. With a total of 40 bugs, overlooked corner
cases is the most prevalent of all bug patterns. Figure 12 shows an example bug, where the code to
compute the depth of a circuit did not consider the corner case of not having any registers.
Refer to Wrong Program Element. This bug pattern occurs when a developer confuses two program
elements, and hence, the code refers to one program element instead of another. We distinguish two
subpatterns. The wrong concept pattern means that the developer confuses two related concepts in
the application domain of quantum computing platforms. For example, Figure 13 shows a bug where
the code confuses the index of a qubits with the index of its corresponding bit. The bug is fixed
15
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void visit ( ConditionalFunction & c ) {
auto visitor = std :: make_shared < QuilVisitor >() ;
quilStr += " JUMP - UNLESS @ " + c . getName () + " [" + std :: to_string ( c .
getConditionalQubit () ) + "]\ n ";
+
auto classicalBitIdx = qubitToClassicalBitIndex [ c . getConditionalQubit () ];
+
quilStr += " JUMP - UNLESS @ " + c . getName () + " [" + std :: to_string (
classicalBitIdx ) + "]\ n ";
for ( auto inst : c . getInstructions () ) {
inst - > accept ( visitor ) ;
}

Fig. 13. Example of confusion between tracking the index mapping of the different bit position (classical and
quantum). (Bug Id: 1869; from XACC)
if token is None :
token = getpass . getpass ( prompt = ' IBM Q token > ')
if device is None :
token = getpass . getpass ( prompt = ' IBM device > ')
+
device = getpass . getpass ( prompt = ' IBM device > ')

Fig. 14. Example of wrong identifier bug. (Bug Id: 1122, from ProjectQ)

by looking up the bit via qubitToClassicalBitIndex. Wrong concept bugs are quantum-specific,
and we find a total of nine of them.
The other subpattern are wrong identifier bugs, which means the code is confusing two identifiers,
e.g., because they have a similar name. Figure 14 shows an example. Wrong identifier bugs may be
the result of copied-and-pasted code [Li et al. 2006] and have been addressed in work on finding
VarMisuse bugs [Allamanis et al. 2018; Dinella et al. 2020; Hellendoorn et al. 2020; Kanade et al.
2020; Rabin et al. 2021; Vasic et al. 2019].
Qubit-Related. As qubits are the basic unit of quantum information, it may come as no surprise
that we find several qubit-related bug patterns. The first pattern refers to a mistake in representing
multiple qubits in memory, where the code stores the most significant bit (MSB) first, instead of
the least significant bit (LSB), or vice versa. We call this pattern MSB-LSB convention mismatch.
The second bug pattern is about computing in incorrect qubit count, e.g., in a function that counts
the number of qubits required by a circuit. Finally, the third bug pattern is about code that causes
incorrectly ordered qubits, e.g., when a mapping of the qubit indices is not properly maintained.
Figure 15 shows a bug in an optimization pass to merge gates, which suffers from a MSB-LSB
convention mismatch. The developers fix the problem by reversing the qubits before using them.
Incorrect Scheduling. Our final bug pattern among the application logic-related patterns is about
code that schedules the low-level instructions to be executed on a quantum computation device. If
such code accidentally schedules an instruction to be executed at the wrong timestep, we call it an
instance of the incorrect scheduling bug pattern. We find five bugs that match this pattern, all of
which are in the machine code generation component.
Figure 16 shows an example, where the fix adapts the incorrect starting time of instructions
scheduled in OpenQL.
4.4.3 Math-Related Bugs. Some parts of quantum computation platforms implement mathematically modeled phenomena, which poses a risk of introducing math-related bugs. We find 16 such
16
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void GateFuser :: visit ( CNOT & cnot ) {
Eigen :: MatrixXcd cnotMat { Eigen :: MatrixXcd :: Zero (4 , 4) };
cnotMat << 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1,
0 , 0 , 1 , 0;
m_gates . emplace_back ( cnotMat , cnot . bits () ) ;
+
m_gates . emplace_back ( cnotMat , reverseBitIdx ( cnot . bits () ) ) ;
}

Fig. 15. Example of a quantum-specific bug caused by confusing most significant bit with least significant bit
representation. (Bug Id: 1900, from XACC).
void PrintCCLighQasm ( Bundles & bundles , bool verbose = false ) {
...
size_t curr_cycle =1;
+
size_t curr_cycle =0; // first instruction should be with pre - interval 1 , 'bs 1 '

Fig. 16. Example of an incorrect scheduling bug. (Bug Id: 1245, from OpenQL)
return pauli_string_phasor . PauliStringPhasor (
PauliString ( qubit_pauli_map = self . _qubit_pauli_map ) ,
exponent_neg =+ half_turns / 4 ,
exponent_pos = - half_turns / 4)
+
exponent_neg =+ half_turns / 2 ,
+
exponent_pos = - half_turns / 2)

Fig. 17. Example of a quantum bug due to an incorrect numerical computation. (Bug Id: 1496, from Cirq)
def randomized_benchmarking_seq ( nseeds : int = 1 , ...) :
...
for _ in range ( length_multiplier [ rb_pattern_index ]) :
+
# make the seed unique for each element
+
if rand_seed :
+
rand_seed += ( seed + 1)
new_elmnt = rb_group . random ( rb_q_num , rand_seed )

Fig. 18. Example of incorrect randomness handling. (Bug Id: 27, from OpenQL)

bugs in our study, and classify them into two subpatterns. The first pattern are incorrect numerical
computations, i.e., code that uses a wrong mathematical formula or model to represent a phenomenon. For example, Figure 17 shows a bug in the implementation of the __rpow__ operation on
the PauliString, which was incorrectly dividing by four instead of two. Understanding this and
other incorrect numerical computations requires a solid understanding of the mathematics behind
quantum computing.
The second math-related bug pattern is incorrect randomness handling, which means that code
related to probabilities and randomness uses these concepts incorrectly. Figure 18 shows an example.
The bug is due to missing initialization of a random seed, which causes all subsystems of the same
size within a randomized benchmark to have exactly the same gate instructions.
17
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def beamsplitter ( self , t , r , mode1 , mode2 ) :
""" Perform a beamsplitter operation on the specified modes .
t ( complex ) : transmittivity parameter
+
t ( float ) : transmittivity parameters
...
+
if isinstance (t , complex ) :
+
raise ValueError (" Beamsplitter transmittivity t must be a float .")

Bug pattern

Fig. 19. Example of type problem. (Bug Id: 1820, from Strawberry Fields)
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4.4.4 Other Recurrent Bug Patterns. Beyond the three families of bug patterns described above,
we find seven additional patterns, shown under others in Figure 9. These seven patterns are not
quantum-specific, and hence described only briefly. With 32 examples, the largest category are
misconfiguration bugs, which means that an incorrect configuration parameter causes the build
scripts, testing scripts, or installation scripts to perform in an unexpected way. Another frequent
pattern are type problems, such as the example in Figure 19, where the bug fix raises an error if an
incorrect type is passed as a parameter. We also observe multiple examples of simple typos in the
code, string-related bugs [Eghbali and Pradel 2020], flaky tests, memory leaks, and GPU-related bugs.
4.4.5 Distribution of Classical vs. Quantum-Specific Bugs Across the Bug Patterns. The bug patterns
described above and our classification of each bug into quantum-specific or classical (RQ1) are, a
priori, independent of each other. The following studies whether some bug patterns are particularly
prevalent among quantum-specific or classical bugs. Figure 20 shows for each bug pattern the
number of quantum-specific and classical bugs.
The results allow for several interesting observations. First, some bug patterns are clearly
dominated by quantum-specific bugs. This is obviously the cases for our novel, quantum-specific
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bug patterns, such as the qubit-related patterns, but also for incorrect numerical computations and
wrong information in the intermediate representation. Second, wrong concept bugs are more likely
to be quantum-specific than classical, suggesting that concepts in quantum programming, such as
qubits and circuits, are likely causes of confusion among developers. Third, some bug patterns are
populated both by many quantum-specific bugs and by many classical bugs, such as overlooked
corner cases. Finally, bug patterns known from other application domains, e.g., misconfigurations
and type problems, are mostly found among the classical bugs.
Answer to RQ4: Among the 223 studied bugs, there are various recurring bug patterns. We find
both patterns known from other domains, e.g., incorrect API uses (26 bugs) and type problems (18
bugs), and quantum-specific bug patterns, e.g., wrong or incomplete intermediate representations
(29 bugs), mistakes related to the order or count of qubits (8 bugs), and mistakes in encoding the
underlying mathematical formulas into numeric computations (11 bugs).

Implications. Our analysis of recurring bug patterns motivates several lines of future work. The
fact that there are several quantum-specific bug patterns shows a need for new techniques that
target such bugs. For example, we envision bug detection tools that address common yet domainspecific problems in a pattern-by-pattern basis, similar to existing static bug detectors [Aftandilian
et al. 2012]. Our annotated bug dataset can serve as a starting point for measuring the detection
abilities of such bug detectors.
The observation that there are almost no bugs that are both type-related and quantum-specific
motivates work on type systems to reason about quantum abstractions. For example, such type
systems could help reduce wrong concept bugs by representing different concepts with different
types.
Finally, the prevalence of incorrect numerical computation bugs underlines the need for developers of quantum computing platforms to carefully check the implementations of the underlying
mathematical concepts.
4.5

RQ5: How Complex are the Bug Fixes?

Motivated by the recent progress on synthesizing program transformations [Gao et al. 2020; Miltner
et al. 2019] and automated program repair [Bader et al. 2019; Berabi et al. 2021; Le Goues et al.
2019; Li et al. 2020a], we study the complexity of the bug fixes applied in quantum computing
platforms. We measure complexity as the number of lines changed to fix a bug. Figure 21 shows
the number of bugs with a specific number of changed lines in its fix. The stacked bars show the
number of quantum-specific and classical bugs. For example, there are 13 quantum-specific bugs
and 48 classical bugs that can be fixed by changing only one line.
Overall, we observe a similar distribution of bug-fix complexity across quantum-specific and
classical bugs. Both groups of bugs include a large number of problems that can fixed by changing
only one or two lines, but also a relatively large share of bugs that need at least 20 changed lines.
Computing the median size of a bug-fix for both quantum-specific and classical bugs, we obtain
6.0 and 3.0, respectively. The difference suggests that despite the overall similarity of the two
distributions, fixing quantum-specific bugs tends to require larger code changes.
Answer to RQ5: Many bugs in quantum computing platforms can be fixed by changing only one
or two lines. While this observation holds for both quantum-specific and classical bugs, the former
also include a large number of bug fixes with 20 or more lines.
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Fig. 21. Distribution of number of lines of code (LoC) for the bugs under study, divided by quantum and
classical bugs.

Implications. Quantum-specific bugs that can be fixed by changing only a few lines are an
attractive target for automated program transformation and program repair techniques. Yet, we
also observe a disproportionally large number of bug fixes with 20 or more lines, which likely
brings them out of the reach of today’s bug fix automation approaches.
5
5.1

RELATED WORK
Studies of Quantum Bugs

The need for and the challenges of studying quantum bugs is discussed also by a short position
paper [Campos and Souto 2021], which however does not address this challenge. Zhao et al. [2021b]
provide a dataset of 36 bugs gathered from a single quantum computing platform (Qiskit). Our
study contributes both in terms of scale and depth, by studying an order of magnitude more bugs
than the only existing bug dataset and by performing a detailed analysis of the bugs. Importantly,
our study is based on bugs from 18 different projects, allowing us to draw more general conclusions
than a study on a single platform can.
Related to our hierarchy of bug patterns, Zhao et al. [2021a] define eight bug patterns that
focus on misuses of features of the Qiskit language. In contrast to our work, these patterns are
not based on bugs found in the wild, and hence, it remains unclear whether, and if yes, how often
the bug patterns occur. Moreover, their patterns are about quantum programs written on top of a
quantum computing platform, whereas we focus on bugs in the platforms themselves. Huang and
Martonosi [2019a] study three quantum algorithms and, by implementing them in the Scaffold and
ProjectQ languages, the authors propose six quantum bug patterns based on their experience while
programming those algorithms. Instead of reporting our own experience, we study real-world bugs
across 18 projects that many developers contribute to.
5.2

Studies of Other Kinds of Bugs

Prior work studies various other kinds of bugs. Most closely related to our work are studies of bugs
in widely used frameworks and platforms. For example, Chou et al. [2001] study bugs in operating
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systems, while more recent work studies bugs in compilers [Sun et al. 2016] and deep learning
libraries [Islam et al. 2019; Shen et al. 2021].
Our work is similar in that we study bugs in a platform used by various applications, but we
cover a domain missed by prior work.
Other studies are about specific kinds of bugs, e.g., concurrency bugs [Lu et al. 2008], performance
bugs [Han and Yu 2016; Jin et al. 2012; Selakovic and Pradel 2016], and string-related bugs [Eghbali
and Pradel 2020].
5.3

Correctness of Quantum Computing and Other Platforms

Several approaches to increase the correctness of quantum computing platforms have been proposed
recently. Shi et al. [2020] describe a verification framework to check the correctness of Qiskit’s
compiler passes in a semi-automatic way [Shi et al. 2020]. Wang et al. [2021b] use differential
testing [McKeeman 1998] to test several quantum computing platforms against each other. The
results of our study will be useful for guiding future verification and testing efforts towards
components and bug patterns that are not sufficiently addressed by today’s approaches.
Beyond quantum computing platforms, other widely used platforms are subject to testing and
verification approaches, e.g., in the form of compiler testing [Chen et al. 2020; Le et al. 2014, 2015;
Yang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2017], compiler verification [Leroy 2009], or automated testing of
deep learning libraries [Pham et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2021a].
Apart from the few existing approaches cited above, adapting these ideas to quantum computing
platforms remains as a promising line of future work.
5.4

Correctness of Quantum Programs

Finding bugs in quantum programs, i.e., programs that run on a quantum computing platform,
is the primary goal of another line of research. These program are more difficult to debug than
a traditional program due to the impossibility of copying quantum information [Wootters and
Zurek 1982] and the inherently probabilistic nature of measurements. To tackle these challenges,
Huang and Martonosi [2019b] propose statistical methods to perform assertions in a quantum
program. Li et al. [2020b] describe a projection-based runtime assertion scheme for quantum
programs that ensures that testing an assertion does not affect the tested state if it satisfies the
assertion. Yu and Palsberg [2021] propose an abstract interpretation-based static analysis for
quantum programs. These approaches and work on ensuring the correctness of platforms, such as
ours, are complementary to each other, but share the overall goal of mitigating the risk of bugs in
quantum computing.
5.5

Quantum Programming Languages and their Implementations

Quantum programming languages and their implementation are an active field research. One
line of work is about language constructs to simplify particularly tricky aspects of quantum
programming, such as uncomputation, which is about resetting temporary quantum values, usually
before discarding them. Convenience functions that simplify this step are proposed as ApplyWith
in Q# [Svore et al. 2018] or with_computed in Quipper [Green et al. 2013b]. Paradis et al. [2021]
automatically synthesize uncomputation code for quantum circuits. The bug patterns identified in
our study could motivate other language constructs or code synthesis techniques.
Another line of work is about optimizing the execution of quantum programs. Häner et al. [2020]
propose an optimization technique based on assertions about entanglements between qubits, which
is implemented in the ProjectQ platform. Meuli et al. [2020] describe an optimization aimed at
avoiding numeric approximation errors while reducing the cost of computing with high accuracy,
which is implemented in the Q# platform. Gleipnir computes bounds on the errors caused by
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noise in quantum computations, which can help in evaluating how effectively quantum compiler
optimizations mitigate errors [Tao et al. 2021]. Our study finds the optimization component to
have a particularly high ratio of quantum-specific bugs, showing that correctly implementing an
optimization deserves particular attention.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the increasing importance of quantum computing platforms, this paper presents the
first empirical study of bugs in these platforms. Based on a set of 223 real-world bugs from 18
open-source projects, we study how many bugs are quantum-specific, where the bugs occur, how
they manifest, whether there are any recurring bug patterns, and how complex it is to fix the bugs.
We find that quantum-specific bugs are common and identify a novel set of quantum-specific bug
patterns. These findings show that, while platform developers can benefit from existing bug-related
tools, there is a need for new, quantum-specific techniques to prevent, detect, and fix bugs. For
example, future work could design type systems to prevent developers from confusing related
quantum concepts, language constructs to encode the order of qubits, static bug detectors that
target quantum-specific bug patterns, and generate quantum programs to test quantum computing
platforms. Our study and its associated dataset provide concrete guidance for these research
directions, and a starting point for evaluating such approaches.
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